
5 Reasons to make your next 

event in Spain or Portugal

Discover why they are among the top European event’s destinations
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1.Because of the climate …
The climate in Spain and Portugal is one of the most important factors for your decision. We have a

fantastic weather from March to July and then from September to middle November, with mild

temperatures, no rain and lots of sunny hours.

This weather allows you to include in your event or incentive outdoor activities. Here you can do beach

games, outdoor sports, biking tours, trekking, sailing regattas, walking visits, etc.

Also when looking into venues you can choose outdoor venues in gardens, farms, marinas, boats ….as

long we plan also a plan B just in case….

So our weather will give you the chance to enchance your event or incentive with outdoor life that will

bring up the mood of the participants, the happiness and the feeling of reward!





2.Because of our past…

Between Spain and Portugal we have a lot to show and also to inspire your events!

71 sites that are cultural or monuments

8 nature sites

3 sites that are mix

4 sites shared with other countries

22 sites non-material such as the fado, the flamenco the Mediterranean diet….

Can you imagine having this richness as background of your event?





3.Because of our venues …
We all know that the choice of the WOW venue will determinate if your event will be unforgatable and

unique.

Spain and Portugal have unique venues that will impress your stakeholder and the participants for their

unique location, unique building, history, decoration …..

By choosing one of them you guarantee and invest on the production you will know that the ROI will be

garanteed if your client’s goal is to increase sales, lauch a new product or brand.
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4.Because of the gastronomy
The Mediterranean diet is classified by UNESCO as world

immaterial patrimony and some of the diches are famous

and unique:

 Paella

 Portuguese code fish dishes

 Pasteis de Nata

 Tapas

 Pinchos



5.Because of our creativity…
We have invested years, time and money in gathering a team of experts that create each event to deliver

your objectives. Our team will work as your local partner suggesting the best options, designing

content, telling a story, drawing the spaces and ambiances. Every moment will be a detail that they will

personalize for you.

More then a DMC we are a event management team!









Some events



Do you want to 

know more?
Please sign in for our newsletter or if 

you have a RFP kindly contact us at 

dmc@presstour.es


